I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins program. Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my late husband, Russell Bixler.

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your study of creation science. Thank you for your prayerful and financial support of Origins… you’re making the television production of this program possible.

-Norma Bixler
Many job professions involve seeking clues for “intelligent design” or intentionality!
A Crime Scene Investigator...

- Studies crime scenes
- He asks: “Was this an accident or an intentional crime?”
- He uses a scientific method
- He makes scientific judgments
An Insurance Investigator...

- Considers life insurance claims
- **He investigates**: “Was this person’s death an accident or an intentional murder?”
- He uses a scientific method and makes scientific judgments
An Archeologist . . .

• Uncovers ancient ruins
• Some discoveries show evidence of "intelligent design"
SETI Scientists...

• Look for signs of intelligent life in outer space
• Detecting a pattern of prime numbers would indicate intelligent life
• So far, no luck!
We often detect “Intelligent Design” in our travels!
Mount Rushmore . . .

- Portrays four presidents chiseled into a granite cliff
- No one would conclude this was caused by rain erosion
- “Intelligent Design” is evident
A Skywriter . . .

- Writes words in the skyline: “Free Concert in the Park Tonight”
- No one would interpret such words as a random cloud formation
- “Intelligent Design” is evident
Detecting Intelligent Design

- Recognizing “Irreducible Complexity” in an item shows intelligent design.
- “Complexity” means the item has many interacting parts.
- “Irreducible” means all the parts are necessary for it to work.
- A common mousetrap is a good example.
The Human Eye

- Very complex
- Many interacting parts including:
  - Sclerotic
  - Retina
  - Cornea
  - Iris
  - Aqueous humor
  - Pupil
  - Vitreous humor
- Darwinism can’t explain it
A Bird’s Wing

- Very complex
- Many interacting parts including
- Darwinism can’t explain it
Natural Selection is a Random Process

- Charles Darwin said natural selection is:
  - Unguided
  - Unsupervised
  - Mindless
  - Purposeless

- It can’t account for the highly complex eye or wing
Molecular Machines

- Molecular machines show intelligent design.
- Such machines achieve:
  - Information storage
  - Data transfer
  - Sorting and delivery
  - Self-regulation
- Far too complex for evolution to explain.
A Cellular Metaphor

- Imagine:
  - A garage door opens
  - A car pulls out
  - It carries supplies
  - It drives down the street
  - Another garage door opens
  - The car enters and supplies are unloaded

- We see something like this at the molecular level
Information in DNA

- Contains the blueprints for life
- Each cell holds enough data to fill four entire *Encyclopedia Britannica*’s (all 30 volumes)
- Where did it come from?
- Evolution’s unguided, unsupervised, mindless, purposeless *process* can’t account for it
Our Universe – Fine Tuned for Human Life

- Expansion rate of universe perfect
- Size of moon perfect
- Precise distance from the sun
- Just enough oxygen
- Earth – tailor made for life
Astronomer Robert Jastrow

• “If the universe had not been made with the most exacting precision, we could never have come into existence. It is my view that these circumstances indicate the universe was created for man to live in.”
Astronomer Frederick Hoyle

- It appears that “a super-intellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with chemistry and biology.”
Astronomer George Greenstein

• He asks if it is possible that we have "stumbled upon scientific proof for the existence of a Supreme Being."
The heavens declare the glory of God; 
the skies proclaim the work of his hands.

Day after day they pour forth speech; 
night after night they display knowledge.

There is no speech or language 
where their voice is not heard.

Their voice goes out into all the earth, 
their words to the ends of the world.
The Fingerprints of God

- Scientific investigators consider fingerprints a sign of human presence.
- By using intelligent design theory - a scientific theory - we can detect God’s fingerprints all over the creation.
**Honeybee technology:**
*What’s the buzz about?*

**Honeybees** fly with incredible agility that’s the envy of stunt pilots! Their navigation software, is packed into a brain the size of a sesame seed.

Bees have airspeed gauges, gyroscopes, a sophisticated compass, UV sensors to track the horizon and 2 compound eyes, each with 7,000 subeyes.

Scientists have yet to design or build anything remotely comparable. Can the honeybee, be a product of random, chance processes?
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